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Reflections from a Patient Perspective .... This is the message that I would like to share  

 

 

Three important theories: 

A.  Erving Goffman: Stigma, Notes on the Management of Spoiled Identity (Prentice Hall, 1963) 

B.  Brusén & Printz:  Marginalisation Processes In: Disability Politics in Practice: About the National    

     Activity Plan.  (Gothia, Sweden, 2006)   

C. Robert Scott: The Making of Blind Men A study of Adult Socialization (Russel Sage, 1969) 

 

A. Goffman wrote his book about persons with a physical, mental or intellectual disability. 

 

1. Abominations of the body “disgusting/outside what is called normal”. We tend today to be larger 

and larger and when “appropriate size” is described in media and elsewhere, size becomes smaller 

and smaller. 

 

 2. Blemishes of individual character perceived as weak will, domineering or unnatural passions, 

treacherous and rigid beliefs and dishonesty. These being inferred from such known records as 

mental disorder, imprisonment, addiction, alcoholism, homosexuality, unemployment, suicidal 

attempts and radical political behavior and obesity. ..  .... "Well – It is you !!! who are eating, then you 

are the one who has to take responsibility for your fatness!"  

 

3. Tribal stigma of race, nation, and religion. Recent research shows that there is  

a strong genetic influence! These can be transmitted through genetic lineages and equally 

“contaminate” all members of a family. If 35% of us have a genetic strain – then we need to deal with 

that with awareness and care, particularly give attention to the children and the family.  

 

A person with obesity fits all three types of stigma, with an increase in social effect  

This is about the body - where is the soul? 

 

The same sociological feature:  “An individual, who might otherwise have been received easily in 

ordinary social intercourse, possesses a trait that can obtrude itself upon attention and turn those of 

us whom he meets away from him, breaking the claim that his other attributes could have had on 

us”.  

This can be experienced as a thin, invisible veil that prevents you from being part of a group, as 

people talking over your head or not being invited to group events. It also affects your work, it is 

easier to disqualify your written material or avoid giving you a chance to present your material.  

 

  

 



B. Marginalisation processes    

Marginalisation processes   Brusén & Printz , National Board of Health and Welfare 

                                                    Gothia 2006, Sweden    Transl. C. Fleetwood 

Process  Description  

Identification  Identifying and classifying certain characteristics of the individual  

Redefinition  Definition of the individual based on these characteristics  

Collectivisation  The character of the individual is transferred to the whole group  

Transfer of responsibility  The individual or the group is made responsible for these characteristics  

and for the social situation they create  

Specialisation  Special public institutions are created to take care of the problems that  

the group represents  

Institutionalisation  The individual or the group are defined out of the above named 

processes and achieve an identity that is considered legitimized  

 

 

C. Scott: The Making of Blind Men (1969):  

The disability of blindness is a learned social role: 

1. Many of the attitudes, behavior patterns, and qualities of character that have long been assumed 

to be the results of the “condition” are, in fact, the result of ordinary processes of socialization.  

2. Organized intervention programs for the blind play a major role in determining the nature of this 

socialization.  This was a general pattern - specific groups with specific "problems" were "collected" 

and put into special units/schools to fit their "special needs" with the results that the person took on 

a special character.  

The person is seen as possessing a stigma, an undesired differentness from what can expect.  
By definition we believe that a person with this attribute is not totally human.   

He or she becomes the differentness.  

This has been described by persons with various kinds of “differentness” as if standing outside a 

closed company, who shields the entrance by a thin membrane or an unexpected and often invisible 

obstacle that prevents the person from being included.  

The person in question doesn´t comprehend that he isn´t “in” – nor why – and can’t defend himself 

nor have any possibility to change it.    “You just don´t belong here”!  

All of us! Stigmatization affects us all! All the time! We cannot avoid it! It has a direct connection to 

our body, to our perception about character and to the group. Which means we are all “objects” for 

this kind of stigmatization. Particularly in this increased world of social media.  

 

 



Stigma is built on friction and separation. You are either in or out!  The stigmatized and the normal 

are part of each other; If one can prove vulnerability, it must be expected that the other can - too! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And people around you don´t like that they have to change! In everyday life we try to  

defend ourselves by  building barriers – marking the difference between them and me.  

What can you hear in the coffee-room? "Heavens, but … you really can do something about it ….you 

only have to skip breakfast and half the dinner" - "O! Have you seen – he has gained so much weight 

– He … who always was petty about what he was eating! Hmmm!" "Oh .. Did you hear about this 

fantastic diet – 5 stones in one week. Costs about two months salary!!!! But it works!" The more 

friction, the heavier the stigmatization. 

 

And then we go out to meet our patients and clients …. 

 

 

 


